TWODEE: the Health and Safety Laboratory's shallow layer model for heavy gas dispersion. Part 2: outline and validation of the computational scheme.
Part 1 of this three part paper described the mathematical and physical basis of TWODEE, the Health and Safety Laboratory's shallow layer model for heavy gas dispersion. In this part, the numerical solution method used to simulate the TWODEE mathematical model is developed. The boundary conditions for the leading edge, discussed in part 1, make demanding requirements on the computational scheme used. The flux correction scheme of Zalesak [S.T. Zalesak, Fully multidimensional flux-corrected transport algorithms for fluids, Journal of Computational Physics, 31 (1979) 335-362] is used in TWODEE as this has all the required properties. The TWODEE code is then tested against a number of theoretical and computational benchmark problems.